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A b s t r a c t 
The aim of author's contribution is 
a) to recall concept of the node system which is sometimes called the sys­
tem of knots of the first kind corresponding to a nonhomogeneous second 
order linear differential equation 
b) to give a physical interpretation for a bundle of solutions and a node 
system of the first kind 
c) to show graphs of a bundle and a node system in special cases of non-
homogeneous differential equations. 
K e y w o r d s : N-th central dispersion of t h e 1st kind, node system, 
bundle of solutions. 
M S C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : 34C10 
1 Introduction 
We consider a nonhomogeneous differential equat ion of the second order 
if - q(t) y = r(t), q, r £ C ° ( j ) , j -= (a, 6), -oc < a < h < + oo. ( r ) 
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The respective homogeneous differential equation of Jacobian form 
y"-q(t)y = 0, (q) 
will be always understood to be oscillatory on jf, i.e. both end points of the 
interval j are cluster points of any solutions of equation (q). 
In this paper we denote (r), (q) either the given differential equation or the 
set of all solutions of the differential equation in question, R the set of all real 
numbers, C°(j) the set of all continuous functions defined in the interval j . 
Trivial solutions of (q) will not be considered. Concurrently with O. Boruv-
ka [1] we make use of the following concepts: 
Dispersion Let n be a positive integer, t £ j and u be a solution of (q) such that 
u(t) = 0. If <f>n(t) (<f)~n(t)) denotes the n-th zero of the u lying to the right (left) 
of t, then the function <j)n (<j>-n) is called the n-th (—n-th) central dispersion of 
the first kind or the 1st kind central dispersion with the index n(—n) of (q). 
Instead of <j)\ we write <f> which is called the fundamental dispersion of the first 
kind. 
It is convenient also to introduce the zero-th central dispersion of the first 
kind by setting 
<f>0(t) : = * for all f ej. 
By the above definitions, the values of the central dispersions at an arbitrary 
point t G j represent the zeros of integrals of the equation (q) which vanish at 
the point t. For more details see [1]. 
2 Auxiliary results 
Convention 1 Let to G j , z0) z0 G R be arbitrary numbers and z G (r) through-
out the paper be a solution, for which 
z(t0) = z0l z'(t0) = z'0. 
Let <f>n(t) denote the n-th central dispersion of the 1st kind of (<?), where n = 
0 ,±1 ,±2 , . . . . In accordance with M. Laitoch [2], let S^(r\t0,z(t0)) °
r briefly 
5? always denote a node system of the 1st kind corresponding to the equation 
(r) and to the initial condition [to, 20], i.e. the set of all points [<j)n(t0), z((f>n(t0))] 
for n being an integer. 
Remark 1 We known from [2] that the node system of the 1st kind is uniquely 
determined by any of its points. Now it is suitable to recall the definition of the 
bundle of solutions of the 1st kind. 
Definition 1 By a bundle of solutions of the 1st kind appropriate to the e-
quation (r) and to the initial condition j/o,~?o] we mean all solutions y G (r) 
satisfying the condition y(t0) = z0 which we write as y(r\ t0yz(t0)), i.e. like the 
node system all solutions of which are passing through. We write y G Sf. 
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For some properties of node system and bundles the following theorem is 
important. 
Theorem 1 Given a bundle of solutions y(r]t0,z(t0)). If y £ (r) and y (£ J? 
then exactly one bundle of solutions S?(r\ x0, z(x0)) exists, where x0 £ (t0,<j)(t0)), 
so that 
yey(r;x0)z(x0)). 
Proof This would be similar to the proof of theorem 1 from [3, p . 109]. We 
use the method of [2] by means of Sturm separation theorem [4, p. 224]. 
3 Physical interpretation 
Now we can give a physical interpretation for a bundle of solutions and a node 
system of the 1st kind 
^'•=y(r;to,z(t0)). 
Let equation (q) be a right-oscillatory equation, which describes the time 
behaviour of vibration y in a certain physical process. 
Assume the vibrations run from initial time t — t0 to a sufficiently large time 
t £ [ l o , T ] , T<b. 
Suppose the function y = z(t)) t £ j describes the first time behaviour of 
variable y in a following physical process. Besides coefficient q(t) this process is 
influenced by another physical variable, defined by function r(t) in equation (r). 
We denote the initial values of solution z(t) of equation (r) by symbols 
zo := z(to), z'0 := z'(t0). 
Now let us assume that the solutions 
y = zk(t), zk £ (r), k = 1 ,2 ,3, . . . 
describe the successive time values of variable y of the physical process. At the 
instant to we assume 
Zk(to)-z0 and zk(t0) ± z'0, 
i.e. we assume initial velocities of oscillations Zk and z are mutually different. 
Therefore Zk belongs to the bundle S? : zk £ &. 
Any node of the 1st kind 
[MM,*(M*o))], n = 0,1,2,... 
for equation (r) and initial condition [t0,^o] gives an instant tn := <j)n(t0) at 
which the following equality 
Zk(K(to)) = z(4>n(t0)), k = 1,2,3,. . . 
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holds. This means, 
* the physical variable y (vibration y) takes the same value at successive 
time behaviours of the physical process which is described by equation (?̂ ) 
* the exact instants tn = <fin(to) are described by the 1st kind central dis­
persion (f)n(t) with the non-negative integer index n of equation (q). 
We say (see [5, p. 78]), the solutions (vibrations) z& E <5? are right-oscillatory 
on the interval j with respects to the solution z(t). 
4 Applications 
The following examples and figures show some posibilities for equation (r) and 
various initial values of the first derivatives of solutions from the set (r). 
E x a m p l e 1 The bundle of solutions and the respective node system we can 
demonstrate for nonhomogeneous Bessel differential equation (Fig. 1) 
У -ш-l\У = e~ 
and the following initial values 
z(0.5) = 0, z'(0.5) = "0.18, 4(0.5) = -0.20, 4(0.5) = 0.05 , 
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Example 2 Quite different situation occures for nonhomogeneous Euler differ-
ential equation (Fig. 2) 
„ 10 3 
y + ¥y=2t 
and the following initial values 
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Fig. 2 
From the course of all three graphs on Fig. 1-2 which are starting out from 
the same initial nodal point we can see, that the graphs have the same points 
of intersection. This confirms the computing accuracy. Runge-Kutta method 
of the 4th order was used for our computation. 
5 Conclusion 
The concept of the node system and bundle of solutions introduced by M. Laitoch 
in [2] was applied in papers of another authors. M. Laitoch generalized Sturm 
separation theorem on zeros of solutions or its derivatives of homogeneous equa-
tion for the case of nonhomogeneous equation. The Sturm comparison theorem 
is used in [6]. * 
In [7] S. Stanek used the properties of nodes of the 1st and 2nd kind for 
existence and uniqueness of the solution of Two-point boundary value problem 
in a 2nd order equation (r), where the carrier q comprisses one parameter and 
the right hand side of equation (r) the other one. 
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In [8] J. Kojecka generalized the results from the paper [2] for the functions 
relative to the classes of the factor spaces. 
In the above mentioned paper [5] J. Palat used the concept oscillatory so-
lution of equation (r) with respect to a certain function and modified Sturm 
comparison theorem. 
In [3] there are derived theorems on distribution of nodes of the 1st kind 
of two associated node systems <?\ and S^2 with the real constant bases (a,/3) 
and (7, 6) respectively, corresponding to some nonhomogeneous equation and to 
the initial condition. 
For this contribution author was motivated by collaboration with his col-
leagues from the department of physics and material engineering [9]-[ll]. 
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